integration, must be accepted as a permanent characteristic of a J.arge number of important countries, permanent at least within a measurable distance of time." (Boeke III, p.294) This lasting character, if true, has far reaching consequences on development problems. In fact, it almost excludes the possibilities of development. It conveys a very pessimistic outlook for modemization and the improvement of living standards. "I will expose on plans", says Bo€ke, "except to stress the need for a "village restoration". This restoration will not take place through a revival of the rural gentry, but must follow more democratic ways. New leaders must spring from the small folks themselves, and must be accompanied by a strong feeling of social responsibility in the people themselves." Just how all of this is to be accomplished, Prof.Boeke does not say; "but the sphere of action must be smll, the time slow, and the goal won by "faith, charity, and patience, angelic patience". (Higgins, p.104; Boeke IV, .
I,ly'hy does Boeke think that this dualistic disequilibrium situation lasts so long? In the West capitalism has also conquered a primitive and traditional realm. In the West the mentality which prevailed in the urban centers penetrated into rural society and revolutionized among the villagers not only principles of production but their whole conception of life. Where production had been carried on almost entirely for subsistence, with the sale of only small surpluses in the market, production for exchange became the rule. The farmer became entrepreneut producing in corporate connections. Rural industry developed as a fruit of the new intercourse between town and coultry; agricultural cooperation grew as a new plant from its roots; specialized enterprises were formed with separate market organizations; agriculturists imitated the technical principles of urban industrymechanization, standardization, concenhatior! capitalization. These concepts became comrnon property in rural society, as it adopted profit for is watch wor, money and market for the base of its enterprise.
In this way, the old homogeneity in an economic sense between town and country was re-established on a new level, but at the cost of the traditional rural social structure. The town had conquered the country which absorbed the new conception of life; together they overran the ancient village organization., Such was the modem development in the West, in Europe, in the environrnent where the new social economic theory was bom and bred and where it has its home. And because economists take the body of facts for their theoretic systems from the environment with which they are familiar, their predominant theories today fit exclusively this part of the world". (Boeke I, p.1). This same evolution could not happen in the Eastern countries where dualism in the social structure is now prevalent. The main reasory says Boeke, is because in the West the process had been a "process of endogenic social progression; of evolution, (and) ultimately homogeneity will appear because one system, be it a mixture (of declining precapitalism and emerging young capitalism) penetrates through all the strata of society". (Boeke I, p.3;  underlining and brackets mine).
"In a dual society, on the other hand, one of the two prevailing social systems, as a matter of fact always the most advanced, will have been imported from abroad and have gained its existence in the new environment without being able to oust or to assimilate the divergent social system that has grown up there, with the result that neither of them becomes general and characteristic for that society as a whole.
Without doubt the most frequent form of social dualism is to be found there where an imported western capitalism has penetrated into a precapitalistic agrarian community and where the original social system -be it undamaged has been able to hold its own or, expressed in opposite terms, has not been able to adopt the capitalistic principles and put them into full practice". (Boeke II, p.4) .
A very important aspect of Boeke's We will not deny that the dualism (i.e., the clash) will disappear quickly once a deliberate modemization -e.9., industrialization-has been instigated. The process of acculturation and adaptation is bound to be a slow one; it can certainly not be achieved within one generation. On the other hand the problem is not so that development will not occur until acculturation has been completed. There are theorists who claim that until rational behaviour is completely adopted by all layers of an eastem society, modemization will only stay a thin finish, not capable for further J/ self-perpetuation or sel{-generation. These theorists us€d to point at the Japanese development as an example) or prediction?) of an urutable modemization because the Japanese did not take over the whole integrated spirit of the West; in their private life the Japanese are often still "medieval".
We do not thirk in these rigid terms. A mixtwe of old and new in the outlook of people can exist without doing the economic structure much harm. Although we believe that the society is a system and that everything is in equilibriurn with everything else, we do not know yet how precisely this equilibrium works, and how far "substitutabilities" are possible. The Japanese have a mixture of a highly modem business life with a more backward rural life, with a feudal pattem of social life, and this mixture seems bven to facilitate rapid economic development.
It seems that life to some extent can be compartimentalized. Arthur Goodfriend told his story about the Indonesian doctor who is a highly skilled physician in modem sense but still believes in the perhaps magical potencies of the dukun (a "witch doctor"). How is all this dualism possible without confusion? Perhaps because the different functions can be separated from each other: the office work of the Japanese business man cab be separated from his home life, the operation of the modem lndonesian doctor is separated from that of the dukun The urban life can to some extent be distinguished from the rural life. The modemization of a backward country need not to be undertaken as a radical change in all fronts at the same tirne. We admit that wherever modemization can be introduced to increase productivity it has to be done. But the approach need not to be the same in all compartments of social life. The approach for the rural sector must be different that for the urban sector. The urban sector must perhaps necessarily be the most "modem" sector of life. We come back at this point shortly.
From the experience of countries, such as Japan, Soviet Russia, Turkey and others, we can probably adduce that social development can be "engineered" to accelerate the process. Social change must be wanted and deliberately instigated by a leading group within the communiry The leading group is by definition a minority because we assume that the masses of people is (in the beginning) static and traditional in their outlook. It need not to be a ruling elite although chances for success are better if it is a ruling or leading one. This is because social coherence is of paramount importance in the process of social modernization. The more important is this social coherence for r:nderdeveloped countries nowadays because they cannot hope for social development in isolation.
Many of these countries have within already plural societies where a corunon social and moral tie frequently does not exist. The importance of social coherence became the central point of Levy's study on the growth of |apan and China. China lacked the social unity whereas fapan had it, and this was perhaps a strategic factor in the success of the latter and the failure of the first. Says Levy: "In |apan the transition did not undercut the system of control over deviance or the possibility of highly controlled direction of the members of the society, as was the case in China".
"Control" in this respect is not to be interpreted in only its imperative meaning (although this element is certainly existent) but in the society the spirit of "follow the leader" can be strong enough to have the direction of the movement stipulated without force at all. The leading elite is here a socalled "reference group" and the source of the authority can be various; it can be tradition-bound authority ( and usury, the laborers from exploitation, the indigenous newcomer businessmen from murdering foreign competition. This kind of public policy is strongly recommended by Boeke himself and one can read his public, policy recommendations (Boeke II, 
